We present an approach at identifying a specific class of events, movement action events (MAEs), in ca. 2,800 personal letters exchanged by the German architect Erich Mendelsohn and his wife, Luise. A backend system uses these and other semantic analysis results as input for an authoring environment that curators can use to produce new pieces of content. The human expert will receive recommendations from the system with the goal of putting together a travelogue, i. e., a description of the trips and journeys undertaken by the couple. We describe the components and also apply the system to news data.
Introduction
Robust event detection coupled with text analytics can lead to a multitude of innovative solutions to contribute to the decades-old "information overflow" challenge, but also to address more specialised, sector-specific needs. While many researchers concentrate on identifying meaningful stories, story paths or storylines in collections of news documents we propose an approach that bundles a flexible set of semantic services for the production of digital content, especially to recommend interesting storylines to human experts who process large collections of documents. We call this approach Semantic Storytelling.
The activities reported in this paper are carried out in the context of the research and technology transfer project Digital Curation Technologies, in which a research centre collaborates with four SME companies that operate in four sectors. We develop and deploy, in prototypically implemented use cases, a flexible platform that provides generic curation services such as, e. g., summarisation, named entity recognition, entity linking and machine translation (Bourgonje et al., 2016a,b) . These are integrated into the in-house systems of the partner companies and customised to their domains so that the knowledge workers, journalists, experts, museum planners and digital curators who use these systems can do their jobs more efficiently, more easily and with higher quality. Their tasks involve the processing, analysis, skimming, sorting, summarising, evaluating and making sense of large amounts of digital content, out of which a new piece of digital content is created, e. g., an exhibition catalogue, a news article or an investigative report. The curation technology platform is meant to simplify the content curation task significantly. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the Semantic Storytelling use case in more detail, i. e., the authoring environment and the data set.Section 3 focuses upon the approach, defines Movement Action Events (MAEs), and describes the curation services, e. g., temporal analysis, entity recognition, and event detection. Section 4 sketches the results of initial experiments on news data, while Section 5 summarises related work. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Use Case: Semantic Storytelling
The generic Semantic Storytelling use case involves processing a coherent and self-contained collection of documents in order to identify and to suggest, to the human expert, one or more potential story paths that can then be used to structure an actual story around them or, generally, a new piece of content . One example are millions of leaked documents, in which an investigative journalist wants to find the interesting nuggets of information, i. e., surprising relations between different entities, say, politicians and off-shore banks. The semantic technologies involved do not necessarily have to exhibit perfect performance because, in our use cases, humans are always in the loop. We want to provide, ideally, robust and generic technologies with broad coverage. For some services this goal can be fulfilled while for others, it must be considered ambitious.
Smart Authoring Environment
One of the partner companies is currently designing and developing an authoring environment, enabled by the curation technology platform and its semantic services. 1 Many of its projects involve a client, e. g., a company, a museum or a political party, that approaches the company with a set of digital content and a rough conception how to structure and visualise these assets in the form of a website or app. An authoring environment that can semantically process such a collection to enable the efficient authoring of flexible, professional, convincing, visually appealing content products that provide engaging stories would significantly reduce the effort on the side of the agency and, at the same time, improve their flexibility. From the same set of semantically enhanced content different output formats could be generated (e. g., web app, iOS or Androis app, ebook etc.). Example screens of the authoring environment's user interface ("Redaktionstool" in German) are shown in Figure 3 . With regard to the look and feel, it was a conscious design decision to move beyond the typical notion of a "web page" that is broken up into different "modules" using templates. The clear focus are engaging stories told through the content.
With this tool the curator can interactively put together a story based on the content that has previously been enriched through the curation services and that act as building blocks. Figure 3 shows examples from the set of ca. 2,800 letters exchanged between the German architect Erich Mendelsohn (1887 Mendelsohn ( -1953 and his wife Luise, both of whom travelled frequently. We decided to focus upon the use case of identifying all movement action events, i. e., all trips undertaken by the author of the respective letter from location A to location B using a specific mode of transport. We want to construct, ideally automatically, a travelogue from this analysis layer, that provides an engaging story to the reader and that also enables ad-ditional modes of access, e. g., through map-based or timeline-based visualisations. The goal is to process multiple interconnected instances of the text type letter in order to generate one instance of the text type travelogue.
Data Set: The Mendelsohn Letters
The collection contains 2,796 letters, written between 1910 and 1953, with a total of 1,002,742 words (avg. number of words per letter: 358.6, incl. addresses) on more than 11,000 sheets of paper; 1,410 of the letters were written by Erich and 1,328 by Luise Mendelsohn. 2 Most are in German (2,481), the rest is written in English (312) and French (3). The letters were scanned, transcribed and critically edited; photos and metadata are available. This research was carried out in a project that the authors of the present paper are not affiliated with (Bienert and de Wit, 2014) . In the letters the Mendelsohns discuss their private and professional lives, their relationship, meetings with friends and business partners, and also their travels. One result of (Bienert and de Wit, 2014) is an online version of the Mendelsohn collection. In the present project we explore to what extent it is possible to automate the production of an online version of an arbitrary document collection.
Approach
We attempt to detect movement events to generate the backbone of a travelogue. Typically, in linguistics, the definition of "event" (vs. "state") is so broad and implicit that it is, for the time being, not feasible to implement a corresponding generalpurpose event detection system. In NLP, on the other hand, events are usually defined as words or phrases (typically verbs, sometimes nouns) that clearly signal, on the linguistic surface, the existence of a specific action, activity, or change of state. Event detection is related to information and relation extraction (IE, RE MAEs imply physical motion events that occur when a person is travelling from one location (e. g., town, city) to another using a medium or long distance mode of transport. An MAE consists of the six-tuple MAE = < P, L O , L D , t d , t a , m > with P a reference to the participant (E. or L. Mendelsohn), L O and L D references to the origin and destination locations (named locations, GPS coordinates), t d and t a the time of departure and arrival and m the mode of transport. Each component is optional as long as the MAE contains at least one participant and a destination. If multiple people travel together P can refer to a set of persons. For consecutive MAEs, we assume that L D is L O of the next trip:
We detect MAEs through triggers, locations, temporal expressions, participants and the mode of transport. Out of the instantiated sets of sixtuples we attempt to construct a travelogue as a list of six-tuples (see Figure 1 ).
Many researchers working on, among others, text linguistics have emphasised the relationship between generalised text structure patterns and their respective text types or genres. Recently, (Caselli and Vossen, 2016) proposed the Storyline Annotation and Representation Scheme, which is primarily aimed at news articles to "identify salient events (climax events) as the central elements around which a specific topic develops". With regard to the travelogue example, the notion of one "climax event", "rising actions" and "falling actions" is not applicable, also see (Pang et al., 2011; Ye et al., 2011) . Storyline applications tailored to specific text types (news articles vs. letters and travelogue) have different requirements regarding their storyline abstraction models. Accordingly, we focus on the identification of consecutive instantiations of MAE six-tuples.
Temporal Expressions
We use two tools for extracting temporal expressions: TimeX and HeidelTime. TimeX is our own implementation for recognising and normalising temporal expressions. It is based on a regular expression grammar and available for English and German. TimeX covers concrete ("11th of March, 2014") and relative mentions ("last week"). All expressions are normalised into a machine-readable format. (Strötgen and Gertz, 2011) consists of German documents describing military conflicts. Customising HeidelTime's grammar requires significant modifications on different levels; having direct control over our own system worked better for us regarding the Mendelsohn collection and other data sets. After recognising and normalising temporal expressions, we also want to position documents on a timeline. This requires calculation of the average time stamp of a document including the spread over the timeline. The time stamp is computed on the basis of average milliseconds before or after java epoch (1st January 1970); standard deviation is also calculated. For the Mendelsohn experiments we use TimeX. For processing general domain texts and languages not covered by TimeX, we integrated HeidelTime into our platform.
Geolocations
Our geolocation extraction tool, GeoX, is based upon the OpenNLP NameFinder (Apache Software Foundation, 2016) trained on Wikipedia locations (Nothman et al., 2012) . After the identification of locations we use DBPedia Spotlight or a domain-specific ontology (GeoNamesfor the Mendelsohn experiments) to retrieve a URI for every location entity. Once a URI is available, latitude and longitude can be obtained. Similar to TimeX, the average latitude and longitude value is calculated for every document, so that documents (rather than locations mentioned in them) can be pinpointed on a map. Adaptability to new domains is an important requirement. In addition to a general model, we allow uploading key-value-based dictionaries for pattern-based entity spotting. The key is the pattern to look for, the value a URI in an ontology. If it allows SPARQL queries, we can include ontology-specific queries to retrieve related information (e. g., latitude, longitude, country etc.). For the Mendelsohn experiments we had access to a database that includes a list of location names and their GeoNames URIs. Table 2 shows GeoX's performance using the Wikipedia model, based on 10-fold cross-validation on part of the data from (Nothman et al., 2012) Table 2 : Performance of GeoX and PersonX
Participants and Actors
Similar to GeoX, we implemented a tool (PersonX) for extracting persons by training a corresponding model. For the general model, the same data is used as for the location model as it was also annotated for person-type entities. We also perform entity linking to retrieve an ontology URI (DBPedia by default, unless a domain-specific ontology is plugged in). For the Mendelsohn experiments we had access to a list of persons linked to a URI at Deutsche Nationalibliothek. Table 2 shows evaluation results using the same procedure as for the location model, using 120,000 sentences containing 56.086 persons.
Crosslingual Event Detection
The Mendelsohn data set is multilingual with the majority of the letters written in German. Most of our processing tools are language dependent, several are available for English only. Therefore, we implemented a crosslingual event detection system, i. e., translating German and French documents into English through Moses Statistical Machine Translation (Koehn et al., 2007) and detect-ing events in the translated documents. We implemented a dedicated pre-processing module for cleaning the German letters before we were able to send them to the MT engine. Approximately 30% of the words remained untranslated but an analysis showed these to be mainly named entities (people, locations) and abbreviations. The documents were then processed by the event detection system.
Generic Event and MAE Detection
We implemented a state-of-the-art event extraction system based on (Yang and Mitchell, 2016) to pinpoint words or phrases in a sentence that refer to events involving participants and locations, affected by other events and spatio-temporal aspects. The system is trained on the ACE 2005 data (Doddington et al., 2004) , consisting of 529 documents from a variety of sources (newswire reports, blogs, discussion forums). We apply the tool to extract generic events in an ACE 2005 test set (30 news documents consisting of 672 sentences with 4,184 entity mentions and 438 triggers) and to detect MAEs in the Mendelsohn letters. After processing the Mendelsohn letters, the English data set consisting of 295 documents and 7,899 sentences yielded 1,600 event triggers. The German (translated into English, see Section 3.4) data set consisting of 2,450 documents and 76,350 sentences yielded 6,950 event triggers. For MAE detection, the most relevant event type is the ACE "Transport" event. According to the ACE guidelines 3 a transport event occurs whenever an entity (person, vehicle, weapon) is moved from one place (GPE, facility, location) to another; a Transport Event contains seven slots (agent, entity, vehicle, price, origin, destination, time). Circa 45% and 40% of the labelled events in the English and German Mendelsohn letters respectively are Transport events. After detection, the events are passed to the next step in the workflow. (Yang and Mitchell, 2016) decompose the learning problem into three subproblems: learning within-event structures, learning event-event relations, and learning for entity extraction. These learned models are then integrated into a single model that performs joint inference of all event triggers, semantic roles for events, and also entities across the whole document. With a precision of 82.4, recall of 79.2 and F-score of 80.8 we achieve comparable results to those reported by (Yang and Mitchell, 2016) . As there is no gold standard available for the Mendelsohn data set, we manually evaluated a small subset and discovered that several events could not be detected due to data formatting issues and the fact that the system is trained on news documents from the early 21st century. After normalising the statistics and comparing with the ACE 2005 test data, we found that the Mendelsohn data set (out-of-domain) yielded 5 times and 7 times less events in the English and German letters than in the ACE 2005 test data.
Mode of Transportation
In the MAE six-tuple, m refers to the mode of travel, e. g., plane, train, car etc. An obvious approach is to look for linguistic cues, i. e., for corresponding nouns in sentences like "Tomorrow I'll go to New York by train". Often, the event's trigger verb provides the mode ("I'm flying to Los Angeles tonight."). For these two sets of cues, we can rely on a set of rules to cover all means of transportation. If there is no linguistic evidence available, we can attempt to deduce the mode. As we retrieve a URI for locations we can also retrieve related geographical location information using SPARQL. Using latitude and longitude of the origin and destination, we can calculate the distance using Vincenty's formulae. 4 From the distance, we attempt to deduce the mode using a set of threshold values. For short trips (from San Francisco to Palo Alto, say), typically the train, bus or car is used, but not a plane. We can also divide the time difference between departure and arrival and deduce the mode. For distances of more than 5,000km and a time of less than 10 hours, a plane is likely. For trips of more than 3,000km spanning different continents and taking more than a week, a cruise ship is more likely. Based on this approach we can identify 369 modes of transportation in the (English) Mendelsohn letters and 5,152 in the Obama corpus (Section 4).
Instantiation of MAE Six-Tuples
The following approach iterates over all documents. First, temporal expressions (Section 3.1), geolocations (Section 3.2), participants (Section 3.3) and trigger elements are annotated; we use two types of trigger elements, a motion-type verb class and a list of modes of transport (Section 3.6). 5 Afterwards, event detection is performed (Section 3.5). Finally, we filter for MAEs. This algorithm operates on the sentence level; for this we segment the letters into individual sentences. A rule set determines if an event is a MAE: 1) If a general candidate event does not contain a trigger element it is deleted. 2) If the event does not contain a participant, location, or temporal expression, we include, in the six-tuple, the author, location, or date -as noted by the author in the letter head -as P , L O or t d of the MAE candidate.
3) We generate all combinations of MAE candidate six-tuples by filling the six-tuple with the available entities. Every candidate receives a score that is computed as a weighted linear combination of the existence of the six-tuple components:
where sc i is the score of the i th feature (in this case these scores are always 1), w i is the weight of the i th feature and i w i = 1.
4) The MAE candidates with a score greater than a certain threshold th are processed further. For the evaluation we use a quantitative and a qualitative measurement: the number of MAEs annotated and a manual evaluation of the MAEs of some randomly selected documents. We apply five different approaches to generate MAE candidates: (A1) using all entities available in a candidate event; (A2) like A1 but also including the metadata of the letters as entities (author, location, date); (A3) using all entities available in a candidate event but avoiding similar locations for L O and L D as well as similar dates for t d and t a ; (A4) like A3 but also including the metadata of the letters as entities; (A5) like A3 but only including the MAEs that appear in sentences that also include a trigger element. The number of MAE candidates in the Mendelsohn letters are shown in Table 3 .
The approaches that include the metadata of the letters generate much more MAE candidates. This is to be expected because the inclusion of the 5 The verb cues are based on (Levin, 1993) , Chapter 51. th=0 th=.25 th=.5 th=.75 th=1   A1  591  328  98  0  0  A2 6386  4831  3554  736  0  A3  563  253  54  0  0  A4 5640  3166  1260  53  0  A5  116  60  11  0  0   Table 3 : Generating MAE candidates metadata makes three entities (person, date, location) available in each candidate. We tried the approaches including the letters' metadata because the author often uses "I" instead of her/his name, of course, which is why the author is often not included as an extracted entity. All candidatesthat do not make sense have to be filtered in a postprocessing step. We tried to determine the best threshold value by using five values between 0 and 1. The respective score is directly related to the amount of features they are composed of: the higher the number of included features, the higher the score. This is why the different thresholds can be seen as a "proof" of the number of MAE candidates including the needed amount of information. We also performed a qualitative evaluation selecting randomly 10 MAE candidates. While 9 out of 10 inspected candidates were extracted correctly and refer to proper MAEs, the instantiation of the six-tuples (esp. [George Downs will pick us up tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. and we intend to drive skyline to Los Gatos to see Kate Ostwald for a moment and then via Santa Crux [sic] to Carmel!] A general problem is the huge number of MAE candidates, much higher than the actual number of genuine complete MAEs, due to the combination of all possible entities existing in an event. Some common errors appear in many MAEs candidates. Sometimes, regarding departure and arrival time, the current time (i. e., execution time/date) is used, because the date is underspecified and the anchor year "now" is used. In some cases the arrival times are before the departure time, which can be taken care of easily by making the instantiation algorithm time-aware. In some cases we had false MAE positives due to misinterpreted triggers such as, for example, "Drive" (referring to street names). These errors are more common on MAE candidates with higher scores because they contain more features, even if some of them are incorrect. Some MAE candidates with a lower score have better features, or a higher number of correct features. In the following we present two MAE candidates that are correct MAEs with less features. With the inclusion of additional metadata from the letters the results could be improved considerably because in both cases the subject "I" was not identified as an entity and, thus, not included in the six-tuple (see above with regard to the incorrectly identified arrival and departure times). [My discussion here will, I hope, be finished before I leave for Cleveland tomorrow night.]
[I left Sunday -soon after the pleasant meetingfor New York.] We also performed more traditional relation extraction experiments by using the Stanford Dependency Parser to extract relation triples (subject, verb, object) to collect the information for filling the six-tuple slots. In the dependency graph we extract sub-root level nodes (typically verbs) that connect two noun phrases or other candidates. The extracted relations are then filtered for motiontype verbs (Levin, 1993) . Typically, the subject would be the P in the MAE, and the object of the relation any of the other slots (L O , L D , t d , t a , m). Applying this approach on the English subset of the Mendelsohn collection resulted in only 10 triples that met the criteria of having a movement action at the core of the relation. 6
Semantic Storytelling Dashboard
To get a better understanding of the data set, the analysis results, the extracted MAEs and to prepare attaching the Semantic Storytelling backend to the authoring environment (see Figure 1) , we implemented an experimental dashboard (Figure 2) . The upper left window shows a list of the documents in the data set; extracted MAE candidates, visualised in the map, can be filtered by document. The bottom left window shows the list of annotated named entities. The map visualises the locations involved in the MAE candidates with highlighted annotations. The slider below the map can be used to filter MAEs by time. The windows on the right hand side show all location names, temporal expressions and modes of transportation. Additional details and case studies can be found in 
MAE Detection in News Data
Our primary data set in this paper is the Mendelsohn collection but we also see multiple application scenarios for the news domain -the Semantic Storytelling backend and authoring environment are meant to be applied to arbitrary data sets after all. We performed an initial evaluation of our system applied to a data set that consists of news articles on the multiple trips of Barack Obama. 7 The corpus contains 487 files with 24,387 sentences and 897,630 tokens. We annotated 17,241 persons, 21,569 locations, 19,572 temporal expressions, 5,104 transport modes and 3,537 trigger verbs. The event extraction system annotated 61,718 entity mentions and 6,752 event triggers, 31% of which were "Transport" events. We found that in-domain data (the Obama data set) produced three times more event triggers than outof-domain data (Mendelsohn letters). We plan to close this gap through domain adaptation.
For the evaluation we applied three of the approaches mentioned in Section 3.7: (A1) using all entities available in a sentence; (A3) using all entities in a sentence but avoiding similar locations in L O and L D and similar dates in t d and t a ; and (A5) the same as A3 but only including the MAEs that appear in sentences that also include a trigger element (see Table 4 While, in our manual evaluation, many MAE candidates turned out to be genuine MAEs, we also found instances of false positives, which contained information extracted from non-article contents such as, for example, the imprint and copy- Figure 2 : The storytelling dashboard showing Movement Action Events annotations right information; we tried to remove all HTML boilerplates and templates using a dedicated tool but in some instances these pieces of text were kept. Sometimes, organisations were incorrectly annotated as person entities, which lead to several incorrect MAEs. In some cases the locations used for the six-tuple were too generic (e. g., continent names). Nevertheless, many candidates are genuine MAEs, for example:
[Mr Obama arrived in Rio de Janeiro after a day of talks in the capital, Brasilia, with Ms Rousseff and business leaders.]
Related Work
Most approaches in the event detection literature are machine learning-based and adhere to a modular approach (Ahn, 2006) , i. e., they use the output from constituency and dependency parsers, named entity recognisers, coreference resolution systems, and part-of-speech taggers to build classifiers for subtasks of trigger labelling and argument labelling. However, recently, state-ofthe-art results have been achieved by joint entity and event extraction systems (Yang and Mitchell, 2016; Li et al., 2013) , i. e., approaches which compute joint inference in one combined model to minimise the errors introduced by sub-modules.
Several approaches are related to our Semantic Storytelling concept, all of them concentrating on their own objectives and providing solutions for their respective challenges. A few systems focus on providing content for entertainment purposes (Wood, 2008) . Other researchers focus on specific domains, for example, storytelling in gaming (Gervás, 2013) , for recipes (Cimiano et al., 2013; Dale, 1989) or for weather reports (Belz, 2008; Goldberg et al., 1994; Reiter et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2006) , requiring knowledge about characters, actions, locations, events, or objects that exist in this particular domain (Gervás et al., 2005; Riedl and Young, 2010; Turner, 2014) . The most closely related approach is the one developed by (Poulakos et al., 2015) , which presents "an accessible graphical platform for content creators and even end users to create their own story worlds, populate it with smart characters and objects, and define narrative events that can be used by existing tools for automated narrative synthesis".
Summary and Future Work
We present an approach at identifying a specific class of events, movement action events, in the Mendelsohn data set. The goal is to expose these and other semantic analysis results through the Semantic Storytelling backend to an authoring environment that curators can use to produce new pieces of content based on this data collection. The authoring environment can provide recommendations, ideas, suggestions or potential story paths to the human expert, in this case, with the goal of producing a travelogue, i. e., a vivid description of the multiple trips and journeys undertaken by the Mendelsohns.
The evaluations show that the task of processing the Mendelsohn data set to identify MAEs is an ambitious challenge. This is especially due to the rather old-fashioned, highly abbreviated, partially poetic, spoken-style language employed and also due to the fact that most actual MAE mentions are contained only implicitly, making their automatic extraction difficult. Initial results from applying our system to the Obama corpus are more promising as MAEs are contained in news articles in a more explicit way. We assume that our approach can be applied to contemporary news documents more effectively than to personal letters that are, partially, almost 100 years old and belong to a genre and register that is notoriously difficult to process automatically.
In terms of future work, we will connect the storytelling backend to the authoring environment and we will integrate additional components to arrive at an integrated working prototype.
